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North west Suriname being the foremost agrieuJtural area in rice production has stringent demands for water both 
in quantity and quality_ In the dry seasOn suitable irrigation water become> scmc and suitable management is 
required to maximize the use of this scan:e resoon:c especially since rice acreage is continually expanding whilst 
water resources remain fIXed. FOI proper management, it is essential to know the 8IOOl1nl and quality of water 
available. the capability of the C\Jm:nl dislnlmLian and drainage 5)'Slems, and irrigation water needs at the varloos 
sites. None of the previous studies in Ibis area have adequately dealt with these subjects lUld there is a pressing need 
for continuing field monitoring and measurements that will improve the current almost non-e.usting water 
management in NW Suriname.. 

Nootd w~ Suriname is vencweg bet belang.r:ijk:ste landbouwgebied voar rijst productie die strenge eisen $tell aan 
de kwaliteit en kwantiteit van bet water. In de droge tijd wordt het geschikte inigatie waltt scl1aan; en vezC.!01 ecn 
passend beheer omhet gebruik: van deze &ehaa.rse natuurlijke hulpbron te nwtimaliseren. in bet bijzonda daar het 
rijst areaaloonlinDe wordt uitgebn:id tawijl de watez bronnrn constant blijve:n.. Vooree.n goed beheer is be1angrijk 
de kwantiteit en de kwaliteit "'an het beschikbare water, het vamogcn van de huidige distn1mtie en drainage 
systemr:ri, en inigatie waterbrhocfte van andere plaalsen Ie weten. Gem van de eerdez gedane mJdies in dit gebied 
heeft uitvoc:rig over deze ondawerpcn gehanddd Er beslaat daarom een dring:cnde noc¢.aal: voor continuering 
van veld mOnitoring en metingcn, diehet bijna met beslaande watcbdteer in NVI Suriname zal moeten vabetam. 

INTRODUCTION direction - "westelijke lekbeteugeling" and 
thereafter in the east direction - "oostelijke 

Rice cultivation in Suriname has a relatively lekbeteugelingsdam." Second, the developments 
long history, however, large-scale rice produc of rice areas along the Nickerie River and the 
tion started only in the 1930s. The prodUction of establishment of the Wageningen rice polder led 
rice was then based on small areas within a pol to closing the Arawarra Creek by constructing a 
der irrigated either by the abundant rainfall or sluice in 1964 (yV.L.A., 1980a). This creek joins 
from the closely lying swamps. Irrigation water the Wayambo River to connect the Nickerie 
was therefore sufficient for only one rice crop a River basin with that of the Coppename River. 
year. The first waterboards were established in 
this period and had as main function to take care Meanwhile, the need of irrigation water has 
of the management and maintenance of the been increasing basically because of expansion 
water ways, dams, sluices and other structures of the existing rice areas and through the deve-_ 
within that area (Suwrutton, 1984). lopment of new rice varieties. The latter made it 

possible to harvest paddy twice a year. Throttgh 
However, due to great fluctuations in rainfall these developments, water shortage became 
and gradUal expansion of rice fields, these water more acute which is a combination of the fol
sources soon became insufficient. In this respect lowing factors: 
some precautions were taken in the past to • unplanned and uncootrolled development of 
ensure these areas of sufficient fresh water. rice fields, 

• unplanned and uncontrolled use of the avai
First, the Nanni Creek was dammed in the early 1ab�e irrigation water, 
1940s in order to raise the water level in the • low and negligible maintenll!lce of the irri
swamp (Campfens, 1982). Rice cultivation be gation and drainage canals; 
came more reliable. Later, in order to protect the • uncontrolled pumping of water out of the 
rice fields from l\ooding by raised level of irrigation canals by individuals for agricul
swamp water, dams were built - first in the west tural purposes, 
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e	 dependability of one wliter :)ollrce the 
Nanni Swamp, and 

•	 insufficient legislation. 

These factors resulted in water shortage in the 
east and the west polders of the Nickerie district, 
especially during the second crop. The rice 
fields situated along the lower Nickerie River 
suffer also from these factors. The salt wedge, 
which is an important indicator for fresh water 
subtraction, reaches on many occasions up to 
Wageningen and fonns a direct threat for the 
entire area. For this water shortage problem, 
which is one of the bottle necks in the develop
ment of north west Suriname, two solutions 
were proposed: 
•	 the MUltipurpose Corantijnkanaal Project 

(M. C.P.XB.L 0., 1976). This project inclu
des the establishment of the Coranlijn 
Canal, a 66 km long channel through the 
Nanni .Swamp, starling from Wakay, 140 
km upstream the mouth of the Corantijn 
River and ending at the Nanni inlet and the 
creation of 12.500 ha new rice areas. This 
channel should also proVide irrigation water 
to the east and the west polders. 

•	 theStondansie project (BLO., 1964). This 
project includes construction of a dam in 
the Nickerie River, .about 240 km upstream 
at Stondansie. The main goal is to maintain 
the salt limit in the Nickerie River at a loca
tion, whereby pumping from the river 
would bring no harm to the rice cultivation 
at Wageningen and at the lower Nickerie 
River, especially in the dry period of the 
year. 

Of these two proposals only the first one has 
partly been realized, partly, because the main 
objective has still not been achieved. Water 
shortage is sWl critical. 

RECENT STUDIES IN THE AREA 

.. The Nanni Swamp is one .of the main water 
resources of the north west region of the coun
try. The first measurements concerning the wa
ter regime were published in 1948. A detailed 
study done by Sevenhuysen, was pUblished in 
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1977. Main goal of this study was Lo s,,, lip a 
water balance of this swamp. 

With the constmction of the Coranlijn Canal 
which started in 1976 and Was finished ill t986 
(Binda, 1995), in fact the largest freshwater 
source was established. This source is the third 
in this region. The other two are the Nanni 
Swamp and the Nickerie River. However, by 
establishing the Corantijn Canal nol all 
problems are solVed as has been stated in several 
documents (B.L.O., 1976, W.L.A., 1978, 
W,L.A., 1982). Many polders and farmers still 
struggle with insufficient irrigation water, inclu
ding Wageningen and rice areas along the lower 
Nickerie River. 

In this regard the Hydraulic Research Division 
of the Ministry of Public Works, initiated a 
study in 1978. The study, part of the Urgentie 
PrOject 24, was named ''the combined use of the 
Coranlijn Canal, the Nanni Swamp and the 
Nickerie River." Its main objective was to create 
a water model on the basis of hydrological and 
hydraulic stUdies, which would simulate the 
available water of these main sources in order to 
get the maximum benefit for the rice areas. The 
model, therefore, consists of various hydro
logical elements of different water sources. This 
study was unfortunately never completed. 

In 1988, another project, related with the irri
gation problems of the region known as ''the 
feasibility study of the rehabilitation of the van 
Wouw Canal" was initiated (OAS., 1990). The 
main objective of this study was to determine the 
technical, financial, socio-economic and in~titu
tional feasibility of rehabilitating the canal net
work that could regulate the irrigation of the 
major rice-producing area of the country. 

In November 1989, hydrological, water quality 
and environmental studies has been initiated by 
the MCP-Authority and Haskoning (Haskoning, 
1993). In November 1993, a final draft was pre
sented with the following results: 

• completion of an environmental pro
gramme, apart from the pesticides pro
gramme; 
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•	 Implementation of the water quality monito
ring programme; 

•	 a water management model and data base; 
•	 partial collection of hydrological data. 

MAIN WATER RESOURCES OF NORTH
WEST SURINAME 

Corantijn Canal 

The Corantijn Canal is located at 140 Jan up
stream the mouth of Corantijn River because of 
the salt intrusion. By measurements it is deter
mined that the salt limit of 300 rug per liter will 
be registered once in 5 year period at this loca
tion. The runoff characteristics of this location 
are determined by measuring the discharges at 
Mataway, 194 Jan upstream from Wakay. The 
maximum registered discharge of the Corantijn 
River at this station is 6000 m'!s, lowest 30 
m'!s, and mean of the entire period is 1600 
m'/s. The pumping capacity at Wakay is 30 
m'!s and eari be increased up to 50 m'/s. 

According to these data water may be extracted 
throughout the whole year from the river with 
exception of extreme dry years. These dry years 
could be eliminated, if the Kabalebo project 
would be realized. The Kabalebo project would 
then regulate the whole Corantijn River water 
downstream the Kabalebo River, which means 
that water levels and discharges would be artifi
cially regulated. 

The canal along its whole length of 66 kIn is en
closed on both sides by dams consisting mainly 
of clay material from the canal itself. The right 
bank of the canal is open at four locations and is 
thus connected with the Nanni Swamp. At some 
locations the dams are very low and water may 
easily spill out. Under these conditions, the 
water balance will be as follows: 

Q., + P - l\Q.t~ - Q~l - Q.pil ± .Qua - E - Q"" =0, 

where, 

Q., =	 incoming discharge at the pumping sta
tion at Wakay. According to the design, 
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the incomi ng discharge is defined as 30 
m3ts; 

P =	 precipitation. The mean annual precipi
tation of 10 consecutive years is equal 
to 1890 nunlyear; 

l\Q"or	 storage in the canal. According to 
Heesbeen & Schaap (1990), the water 
level in the swamp can range between 
+2.50 m and +4.00 N.S.P.; 

Qo", =	 discharge which reaches the Nanni 
inlet; 

Qua =	 discharge from or into the swamp 
through the canal inlets. In the dry 
season when the swamp water level is 
low, Q,~ will become negative when it 
is being pumped at Wakay. During and 
at the end of the rainy seasons Q= is 
likely to be positive. The water level 
would then be higher in the swamp in 
relation to that of the canal. It should 
be noted that the balance of inllow and 
outflow of these creeks will be negative, 
which means that higher losses will 
occur, especially in the dry season, 
when the evaporation in the swamp is 
at its highest. 

Q'Pil= Discharge which is spilled at high 
water levels. The condition of the darns 
is such that at high water levels the 
darn on the left side overflows due to 
the subsidence, which took place du
ring the time, since the dam was built. 
According to Heesbeen and Schaap 
(1990) this value has been estimated to 
be 35 mm on a yearly basis. The per
colation value into the deep layers can' 
be neglected. 

Q"" = Discharge to new rice areas, which has 
been developed along the Corantijn 
Canal and extracting irrigation water 
directly from the canal. This parameter 
Q"" is entirely new in the water ba
lance equation of the Corantijn Canal 
and expresses the direct connection of 
rice fields on the main irrigation channel. 

E = Evaporation which is composed of the 
open water evaporation (Eo) and evapo
ration through transpiration of plants 
(E,). 
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E,=f*Eo .	 N<-loni Swamp 

where, 

E, = is transpiration and f is factor depend
ing on the vegetation. Acccrding to 
Sevenhuysen (1977) this factor is equal 
to 0.9 for grass swamp. 

The irrigation capacity of the Corantijn Canal, 
given by Heesbeen and Schaap (1990), is most
ly based on design values. Values as 30 m'/s and 
50 m'/s for the Corantijn Canal at present are 
not achievable. Moreover, the expansion of new 
rice areas besides the 12500 ha projected MCP 
area, the nearly overgrown Corantijn Canal, 
spills and inlets from and / or to the swamp, are 
factors, which also need to be considered. 

The requirement of water especially during the 
dry season is high and, therefore, the canal . 
should be in best condition. ln the rainy season 
when the water level in the Nanni Swamp is 
high, the pumping station at Wakayis closed. 
After this period, when the water level in the 
swamp lowers, the station resumes pumping in 
order to compensate for the water shortage. At 
the beginning of the pumping period, the vege
tation covers are pushed away by the sudden, 
strong current and gather at certain locations, 
causing a bottle-neck in the canal. This problem 
can last for weeks. Water supply is then dis
rupted and the whole scheme is adversely affeC
ted. III these situations farmers take their own 
actions to ensure irrigation water for their crop. 
The cost of this' disruption is rather high and 
this has still not been adequately studied. To 
prevent this from happening, it will be advisable 
to pump water through the canal from time to 
time during the wet season. This will keep the 
canal relatively clean and operational. 

The area, which is now under irrigation by the 
Corantijn Canal, is not known, as is the amount 
of water derived from the different resources. ln 
this respect, two simultaneous measurements 
should be taken in the Corantijn Canal - the 
first one 100m down stream the pumping 
station, and the s.,eond 100 m before the end of 
the canal at the Nanni inlet. This approach is 
necessary in order to determine what percentage 
of the pumped water reaches the Nanni inlet. 

By measuring simultaneous discharges before 
and after the Nanni inlet, the contribution of the 
Nanni Swamp can be determined. The general 
formula is expressed as follows: 

where, 

Q.~ = Discharge from theNanni Swamp, 
Q... = Discharge at Wakay, which is equal to 

the pumping capacity 
lIQ =	 The difference between discharge at 

Wakay and discharge reaches the 
Nanni inlet. 
Q,,\ = Discharge at the Nanni inlet. 
This is the amount of water, which 
passes through the sluice into the van 
Wouw Canal. In. the van Woow Canal 
various discharge measurements have 
been taken before the establishment of 
the Corantijn Canal. However, an 
obvious relationship between the 
discharge parameters was not found 
(Kselik, 1983). 

Other locations of water subtractions from the 
Nanni Swamp are the intake points "HAn and 
'1KUGlf', which supply irrigation water for the 
eastern polders. Discharge measurements have 
only been done at intake HA, in order to find a 
relationship between the discharge and the water 
level, as was done at the Nanni inlet. 

Taking the above mentioned into consideration, 
the water balance of the swamp can be written 
as follows: 

P + Qu"", - Q,,\ - Q... - Qikugh - Q"", - QI", - E = 0, 

where,
 

P = Precipitation,
 
Qu,....= Discharge from the upper stream of the
 

Nanni Swamp,
 
Q,,\= Discharge at the Nanni inlet,
 
Q... = Discharge at !he sluice HA,
 
Qikugh= Discharge at sluice IKUGH,
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Losses through deep percolaLion, 
Losses through seepage, and 
Evaporation. 

Sevenhuysen (1977) studied the various ele
ments of this equation. However, some elements 
of this balance require further study. These are: 
o	 Qtok - Losses of water during the wet sea

sons, especially in the south west and south 
east direction of the swamp. In the south
west direction water could flow through the 
Kapuori creek into the Corantijn River, in 
the south east through the Maratakka Canal 
and from the Maratakka Swamp into the 
Maratakka River. 

o	 E - Evaporation from the swamp. The 
swamp evaporation is determined by for
mulae using meteorological data. This gives 
an indication of the evaporation in that 
area. For. a more precise determination of 
the evapotranspiration (empirical) field stu
dies should be undertaken. 

o	 Q.., - Discharge at the Nanni inlet. The 
contribution.of the Nanni Swamp to the 
total available irrigation water is still 
unknown. 

•	 Q"",j. - Discharge at !he sluice of IKUGH. 
Up to now !here are no indications of the 
rate of the discharges at this location. No 
measurement has been done, while this 
sluice irrigates about 6000 ha. 

o	 Q". - Discharge at intake HA. This sluice 
irrigates about 1800 ha. At this location 
only some measurements have been exe
cuted, which are not enough for reliable 
conclusions. 

•	 Qu"" - Discharge from !he upper stream of 
the Nanni Swamp which can only be esti
mated. 

•	 Q"" - Losses through deep percolation 
which can be neglected. 

o	 P- Precipitation. A network of meteorologi
cal and hydrological stations should again 
be placed in the swamp area. These stations 
should be revived in order to obtain the 
necessary data. 
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Above description clearly indicate., thai I<Jf the 
water balance of the Nanni Swamp there is no 
sufficient data. Indeed, in order to get the maxi
mum benefit from the swamp, c.q. a higher irri· 
gation capacity, a detailed study has La be done. 

Nickerie River 

The importance of a water balance for the 
Nickerie River, especially for the catchment area 
above Wageningen polder, lies in determining 
the amount of water, which can be extraCted 
from the river for irrigation purposes. The irri
gation station is Wageningen itself, located 
about 40 krn up stream. At this point a power 
full pump has been installed which extracts 
water from !he river and this has a negative 
irupact on !he river water regime, especially in 
the dry periods. The saltwater wedge !hen may 
be found up to the station and pumping of water 
must then be stopped which results in a water 
shortage at Wageningen. To obtain better un
derstanding of the salt-water intrusion and de
rive more benefit from the river regime, some 
studies have been initiated (B.L.O., 1964, 
W.L.A., 1978, W.L.A., 1980a). 

The data collected at station Stondansie, 240 Ian 
upstream the Nickerie River, were hydrological 
(mainly water level, discharge measurement) 
and meteorological (mainly rainfall). The dis
charge characteristics of this station can be 
found in several W.L.A. publications. 

Other data, concerning discharge measurements, 
are tidal measurements taken at: 
o	 Nickerie River mouth· in 1962 (Surinam 

Transportation Study, 18-09-62); 
o	 Koffimakkakreekin 1964 (W.L.A., 1965,

Stondansie Project nota nr. 2 deel 1 en deel 
4.); 

•	 Post Utrecht and in the Maratakka River in 
1978 (W.L.A., 1978). These measurements 
had two goals: 
a) to get a better view of the salt intrusion 

process, and 
b) to elaborate the calculation method for 
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determining the available irrigation wdter. 
•	 Upstream of the intake of the Wageningen 

pumping station and in the Maratilla 
River in 1980 (Kselik & Waterberg, 1984). 
These measurements are a continuation of 
those taken in 1978. 

•	 Measurements in 1981 and 1982. These 
measurements were taken in connection 
with the ''Urgentie Project 24". The first 
phase of the project included measurements 
of hydrological and meteorological factors 
in the catchment areas of Maratakka and 
Nickerie rivers, such as: 
a) observation of water levels in the men

tioned river basins, 
b) measurements of river stream velocities, 
c) water sampling for determination of 

chlorinate and the salt wedge, 
d) measurements of cross and longitudinal 

profiles, and 
e) observation and registration of rainfall. 

The second phase dealt with the Nanni
 
Swamp study (water levels, wat", samples,
 
and discharge coefficient of the swamp,
 
pegasus smdy, etc.) :
 
a) water use in the rice areas of Nickerie
 

polders (wat'" inlet and outlet, calibra
tion of sluices, compilation of the 
RICIR comput", program). 

b)	 continuation of. the above mentioned 
observations, measurements and cali
bration of the model aft'" the comple
tion of the Corantijn Canal. 

c)	 observation and registration of rainfall 
in the basin of the pold",s and the 
swamp. 

•	 Daily wat", sampling at Wageningen has 
been going on since 1965. 

•	 Soundings of the Nickerie Riv", and the 
Maratakka Riv",. 

These measurements were taken in connection 
with the salt intrusion and computation of the 
irrigation capacity of the Nickerie River. A com
puter model for the computation of tides and 
salinity in esmarles was used to predict the un
steady salinity intrusion. It appeared that the 
discharges from the several drainage sluices 
along the lower Nickerie River and discharges 

from the swamp and from the MaratakkD River 
determine the hydrolugical regime of the Nic
kerie River during the dry ,easons, rather than 
the discharges at StOlldansie. In the light of 
these, the water balance of the Nickerie River 
can be described as: 

P - E -Q ± S = 0, 

where. 

P - PrecipitatiOll, E - Evapotranspiration, Q 

Discharge to the sea, S - Storage in the river.
 
If the element S, storage, is taken 0, the formula
 
will compose of three elements: P, E and Q. The
 
elements P and Q are determined through mea

surements and observations. E = P - Q.
 

The Discharge Q is determined as follows: 

where, 

Qw., = Discharge at Wageningen - post 
Utrecht, 

Q"." = Discharge from the Maratakka River, 
Q",,,, = Discharge from sluices to the Nickerie 

River. 

Qwag = QItOli + Qlrof ±Qaw~ - Qe.n.wara 

where, 

Q~oo = Discharge at Stondansie, 
Qlrof = Discharge at Koffunakka Creek, 
± Q,w"",=Discharge from or to the swamp, 

. Q""w"",= Loss (discharge) at Arawarra Sluice 

The discharge measurements made in the past 
are not sufficient enough to establish a rela
tionship between the hydrological, meteorologi
cal and/or other parameters. However, from the 
measurements made in the second half of 1964, 
the following relationship can be derived: 

Qwag == Qf100 + 7. when Q... < 14 m'ls, 
Qwag == 1.5Q'tOD. when Q~.. > 14 m'/s. 

These relationships are valid for decade dis
charges as mentioned in W.L.A. (l980a). How
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ever, these relationships were not emphasized by 
the measurements of 1980. Rather, these mea
surements showed that the swamp lying between 
the Stondansie and Wageningen, through which 
the Nickerie River flows, had a negative dis
charge at the end of the dry season. This iUu
strates the complexity of establishing a relation
ship between the different factors in order to 
derive water from the Nickerie River at Wage
ningen easily, without measuring the discharge 
in this tidal area, a time consuming and labo
rious job. To do this, more measurements have 
to be made. A Q-H (discharge to water level) 
relation at Wageningen seems to be impossible 
to establish. It is affected by various factors such 
as rainfall, tidal regime, swamp effects, human 
interference, etc. As a result a simple relation 
with the discharge is difficult to find. Even a Q 
to Q (discharge to discharge) relation of diffe
rent sites seems to be difficult, due to the above 
mentioned factors. 

A third solution for getting the discharge at 
Wageningen is to establish a rainfall-runoff re
lationship for the area between Stondansie and 
Wageningen, added to the discharge values of 
Stondansie catchment. This study has not been 
done. 

Discharge measurements. taken at some of the 
outlet sluices indicate that the. total discharges 
during the dry period in the Nickerie River is 
greater than that of Nickerie River at post 
Utrecht and Marakka mouth together. This 
value is obtained in the period when the 
Corantijn Canal was not in operation. Moreover, 
not all sluices and culverts were measured. 

The water drained into the Nickerie River has 
its effects on the movement of the salt wedge, 
especially in the dry periods of the year, when 
the upstream discharges are quite smaU. In these 
periods water-use is highest and extraction of 
water is necessary. It ruight be concluded that a 
natural recycling of drained water is taking 
place without !he required inundation of the 
large areas (artificial reservoirs or as locally 
called - Wadoeks). This phenomenon has not 
been studied in depth. The salt intrusion in the 
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Nickerie River is not only influenced by the lidal 
movemenl, the variation or the amplitude of the 
tide, the fresh waler income from the upper 
streams, but depends also largely on the drained 
water from the agricultural atea. The possibility 
of extracting water from the Nickerie River 
without any fear of silting the fertile agricultural 
lands is poorly stUdied. The recycling possibility 
in combination with !he salt wedge movement 
might form a fourth water resource for the 
Nickerie area. 

It is suggested that a detailed study in the areas 
of the lower Nickerie River should be done, 
which should include the following subjects: 
• Continuation of monitoring of salt-water 

movement. This information can be directly 
provided to the users when to extract water 
from the river. 

• Continuation of the discharge measurement 
at the various outlets. Expansion of rice 
fields and exploitation of Corantijn Canal 
characterize !he present situation, whereby 
extra amount of fresh water is being drained 
in the Nickerie River which has a certain 
positive effect on the salt wedge movement. 
The question is ''to what extent does this 
amount push back the salt wedge?" 

• New methods and rice varieties are being 
used at the present time. These and other 
human activities in agriculture warrant de
tailed studies. 

• Water management of this area should be 
clearly established. That means - where, 
when and how much water is to be extrac- _ 
ted from the river. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The establishment of the Corantijn Canal in 
1986 has not solved the problems in this region 
of Suriname adequately. This Multi-purpose 
Corantijn Canal Project (MCP) had three impor
tant goals, two of which are: creation of new rice 
fields (± 12500 hal, the so-called MCP-polders, 
and to provide irrigation water, especially in the 
dry season to guarantee a second crop. 
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For realization of these goals, accurate know dimension through the drainage of the CornllllJil 
ledge of the water resources is needed. For this water into the Nickerie River. TIllS very 
purpose, the Urgentie Project No. 24 was ini important indicator of the water extraction from 
tiated in 1980 (yI.L.A., 1980a). This study with the Nickerie River is also not SUfficiently 
various sub-studies was finalized in 1985, studied. 
without any remarkable results. A continuation 
of this study was the Hydrological, Water In any case, in order to get an idea about the 
Quality and Environmental Studies, initiated in three water resources and the ability to manage 
1989. On the basis of the already gathered data them for optimal use, the above mentioned 
and some new observations, the executors of the studies must be finalized. A water management 
study presented some preliminary results in the and distribution scheme is highly necessary for 
form of models and programs in 1993. this rice district. In case this is not possible, 
However, these models and programs have yet to monitoring of the water areas and the water 
be evaluated and this means that various data quality, especially that of the Nickerie River is 
are still needed. Moreover, the results of the proposed. The monitoring can be done by mea
evaluation might require adjustment to the suring hydrological factors - discharges, water
programs and models. The latter is more levels, water-streams, etc., and meteorological 
practical keeping in mind the on going deve factor rainfall, .evaporation, etc. These data 
lopment in north west Suriname. which may give useful indications in taking 

measures and preCautions should be directly 
Impact of the Corantijn water on the other two available through organizations and institutions 
water resources - the Nanni Swamp and the to the users. 
Nickerie River - has not yet been studied. 
Through the completion of the Corantijn Canal 
the Nanni Swamp became a reservoir (the nor ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
thern part). The irrigation capacity of the Nanni 
reservoir is under these circumstances also un The author thanks Mr. RP.T. Ting-A-Kee for 
known. How to enlarge the reservoir capacity his helpful suggestions and assistance in pre
andlor to gain the maximum benefit from the paring an earlier draft of this paper. He also 
swamp ought to be studied. The salt-water in thanks the personnel of the Hydrological Section 
trusion in the Nickerie River will get a new of the Hydraulic Research Diviaion. 
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